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What are the best vertical radiators
for living rooms? 

Designer radiators have come a long way
in recent years, as technology and
manufacturing have progressed. They are
more affordable than ever, within reach of
homeowners with the most modest of
budgets and with a wide range available,
there’s a designer radiator to suit everyone. 

Your radiators no longer need to be the boring,
white, rectangular blocks taking up space
under your window or behind your sofa. Now,
with a wide range of styles, colours and
finishes on the market, you can make your
radiator the focal point of your room. 

The best designer radiators add style, luxury
and comfort without compromising on their
performance. They not only keep your rooms
nice and toasty, but they can be matched with
your unique sense of style and décor to make a
real visual impact and become an overall part
of your design. And because designer radiators
now come in vertical styles, or slimline, they can
also help you maximise space where it is at a
premium, as well as turning your heating into an
attractive feature which becomes a real talking
point among your guests. 

What are the best designer radiators?

Your living room is probably the most important
room in your house, so choosing the best
radiator is crucial. 
After all, it’s probably the room in your house where you spend
the most time together with your family, so you want it to feel nice,
comfortable, welcoming… and warm.

Fortunately, thanks to rapid advances in both design and
technology, the days of simply installing a standard radiator in
your living room are long gone. These days, there is a wide
variety of designer radiators available to suit your décor, your
taste and your heating requirements. 

As the name suggests, a vertical radiator – or tall radiator – has
its tubes, columns or panels running vertically (from floor to
ceiling) instead of horizontally (from wall to wall).

In general, vertical radiators won’t give out the same heat output
as horizontal ones, because they don’t have the same length to
draw cold air up for convection that horizontal radiators do. But,
depending on the size and shape of the room you are trying to
heat, a strategically placed vertical radiator or two may be a
better bet than a standard horizontal heater.

The best designer towel radiators
Designer towel radiators have grown in popularity in
recent years as a way of not only creating the perfect look
for your bathroom or kitchen, but also helping to keep
your towels warm, dry and fluffy for when you need them.
Let’s face it, nobody likes using a damp towel, do they? 
But how can you keep them nice and toasty without creating the
unsightly mess that spreading them out across the top of a normal
radiator brings about?

The answer is a designer towel radiator, which offers a stylish solution to
the problem. As their name suggests, designer towel radiators are
specifically for drying towels, making them a good fit for kitchens and
bathrooms. 

They are a great option in rooms of all sizes but work especially well in
smaller spaces such as utility rooms and en-suites, where wall space
may be at a premium. 

Living room 

radiator ideas

You’ve got to think about your colour
scheme, wallpaper or paint, carpets,
curtains and other fabrics and what lights,
fixtures and fittings you want to go for. 

Not so long ago, your choice of radiator
would have been made for you. It would
probably have been white, ribbed and
vertical and the only way you could
customise it would have been to paint it
yourself. Fortunately, there is now a wide
range of designer radiators on the market
in a host of different sizes, styles, colours
and finishes, which makes choosing one
which complements your colour scheme a
nice problem to have.

But, when it comes to making that final
decision, what are the best models to opt
for to suit your needs? 

Our stylish Panio Solid Duplex Deluxe
Radiator will help you to make a real, bold
statement, its slimline finish helping you to
maximise your wall space. And our range
of Titan Horizontal Tube Radiators is
available in a wide variety of sizes and
colours (using ANY colour from the RAL
colour system). They combine a modern
contemporary style with high quality steel
construction and a powder-coated finish.

These days, when it comes to
designing your living room, there are
so many choices to make. 
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Horizontal designer radiators put a
new spin on the traditional radiators
that have been a mainstay in homes
up and down the country since they
were invented in the 1800s.

Are vertical radiators good or bad? The best anthracite towel radiators

Because they run from floor to ceiling, rather
than from wall to wall, vertical radiators are
highly versatile in that they can be squeezed
into smaller spaces that horizontal radiators
can’t. They may lose a bit in terms of their
overall heating performance, but they can be
fitted away from obstructions like furniture and
curtains, which can affect heating performance,
to still give out enough heat to keep your room
nice and toasty. 

But vertical radiators really come into their
own in the design stakes, because they are
often more visually appealing and can also be
used to make a real statement about your
sense of taste and décor. The most obvious
benefit of choosing vertical radiators is that in
the design stakes, they win hands down.
Whether you are going for modern, traditional,
minimalist or in-your-face, there is a perfect
vertical radiator for you. 

Vertical radiators have become a mainstay in interior design in recent years, thanks
mainly to their highly visual appeal when compared to standard horizontal ones.

They combine the best of both worlds, offering
exceptional heating performance while
providing a sleek, modern finish, their dark
smoky tone complementing a wide range of
other colours to really set your room off.

The great thing about anthracite towel radiators
is their flexibility. Because anthracite is a
neutral hue, it can be paired with almost any
other colour to provide either a striking feature
or a more understated look that blends into the

background, giving the rest of your design the
room to breathe.

Anthracite radiators are perfect for any bathroom
in which you are aiming for a sleek, minimalist or
contemporary look. They have a unique, textured
finish when compared with more standard
radiators, which not only looks great but also
helps to really bring out the bold shapes and
lines of the radiator, particularly if you are
contrasting it against a lighter background. 

Anthracite towel radiators provide a perfect alternative to both the usual white
or chrome for your kitchen or bathroom.

The simple answer is that providing you
do your homework and work out exactly
how much heat your room requires, then
either vertical or horizontal radiators
should be fine, provided you pick the
right kind. 

Although horizontal radiators, in general,
offer slightly better heating performance
than their vertical counterparts, there are
pros and cons to both and provided you
know what they are, you should be able
to find the right type of radiator to meet
your needs. 

If you have got your mind dead set on a
vertical radiator, thankfully there are many
high-output options available that not only
look great but are also more than capable
of keeping your room as warm and toasty
as it needs to be. 

With a high output vertical radiator, you
can maximise your space, integrate a
stylish design flourish into your décor, but
also ensure it will heat your room properly. 

In order to ensure you pick the right one,
you need to work out how much heat you
need your vertical radiator to give out. For
most rooms, you’ll need one with a heat
output of at least 7,000 BTUs.

One of the most common questions
that homeowners and interior
designers ask us is, do vertical
radiators give out enough heat? 

With literally thousands of designer
radiators on the market, there is something
for everyone. You can get a horizontal or
vertical, modern or traditional, bold or
understated, quirky or plain radiator to suit
your needs and serve a purpose. 

Feature radiators, however, are a little bit
different. Rather than just being there to
heat your room, they are designed to
make a real visual impact and become the
main part of your room’s overall décor. 

As their name suggests, feature radiators
are designed to stand out, make a bold
statement and become an integral part of
your overall décor scheme, rather than
blending into the background. 

They are meant to catch your attention,
start conversations and add a real WOW!
factor to your room. 

Some designer radiators are subtle and
understated, designed to serve a purpose
and let the other decorative features of
your room stand out. Feature radiators, on
the other hand, do the complete opposite.
They are all about creating a focal point,
making a splash and capturing the unique
essence of your personality. 

Who said home design has to be
boring? Feature radiators can help
you make a real splash in your room
and bring out the playful side of 
your personality. 

up and down the country since they
were invented in the 1800s.

For many years, horizontal radiators came in
the same old, boring style and the only way
you could brighten them up or customise
them was if you painted them yourself.

Today, thankfully, designer horizontal
radiators come in a wide range of different
styles, shapes, finishes and colours,
meaning that if you want to customise your
living space with a radiator that matches
your unique personality, you can. 

There is a wide range of fantastic
horizontal designer radiators available
which can make a real difference to your
décor and bring your rooms bang up-to-
date. With so much choice available, it
makes choosing one a nice problem to
have. The two main advantages horizontal
radiators have is that they tend to out-
perform vertical ones when it comes to
their heating performance. 

They are also easy to install and swap out
your existing radiators, for even if you only
have a very basic grasp of DIY. That’s
because, more often than not, you will be
able to use your existing fittings, fixtures
and pipework.

What are the best

horizontal designer

radiators?

Do vertical radiators 

give out enough heat? 

What are feature

radiators? 
Where’s the best place to 
buy radiators?

What are the best

anthracite column

radiators? 

Designer radiators used to be the preserve of the rich and famous and
their army of high-end interior designers and architects.

The good news is that times and technology
have changed, making contemporary
designer radiators more affordable than
ever to homeowners who now don’t need to
break the bank to buy one. 

However, with such a huge amount of choice
on the market, where is the best place to buy
radiators and how can you be sure you are
getting the best deal and value for money? 

Designer radiators direct from the
manufacturer
There are plenty of places to buy designer
radiators from, whether that be online, via
your local DIY chain or an independent
plumbing and heating supplier. However, to
make sure you are getting the widest
possible choice, the highest possible quality
and the best possible value, the best place to
buy radiators is direct from the manufacturer. 

Agadon Designer Radiators has more than
4,000 designer radiators in stock at our
designer radiator warehouse in Ashby de la
Zouch. We are committed to giving
unrivalled value for money and total
customer satisfaction. Our exclusive
designer radiators combine innovative

contemporary Italian styling design with
quality materials and, in most cases, a 10-
year no-quibble warranty. 

What types of designer radiators does
Agadon stock? 
Agadon always has the best prices and
special deals. As well as our usual range, we
have hundreds of ex-display, end of line and
discounted designer radiators on offer at
unbeatable prices, with fast, free UK delivery.

Our full range includes:
• Vertical Designer Radiators
• Contemporary Designer Radiators
• Horizontal Designer Radiators
• Designer Radiators for Kitchens
• Designer Towel Radiators
• Electric Designer Radiators
• Infrared Room Radiators
• Glass Designer Radiators
• Dual Fuel Designer Radiators

To browse our full range of designer radiators 
visit www.agadondesignerradiators.co.uk,
come to our showroom in Ashby de la Zouch.
Alternatively, call us on 01530 564 122 or
email us at sales@agadon.co.uk for more
information about our designer radiators. 

Where’s the best place to 
buy radiators?buy radiators?buy radiators?

Anthracite column radiators have
become an extremely popular choice
for homeowners and interior
designers alike, thanks to their
rugged, natural appearance.

They have a sub-metallic, semi-gloss finish
which not only looks great, but offers
excellent thermal properties which help
boost your radiator’s performance and
efficiency. Anthracite designer radiators
come in a lovely smoky-dark grey colour
which is both neutral and surprisingly warm,
which means it can be paired against a
wide range of other hues to create a striking,
bold finish, or add a more subtle touch to
let your other design features shine. 

Because it is quite understated in tone, it
can really help to enhance the natural
lines of your chosen radiator and ensure it
complements its surroundings, as well as
providing a touch of luxury, thanks to its
smooth and silky finish which can really
bring out the contrasting paint and fabric
textures within your room. So, if you’re
looking to create a contemporary, stylish
and organic look, then a designer
anthracite radiator from Agadon is a safe
bet. Whatever your requirements, with
more than 4,000 designer radiators in
stock at our dedicated showroom, in
Ashby de la Zouch, we have the perfect
anthracite radiator for you. 
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Horizontal designer radiators put a
new spin on the traditional radiators
that have been a mainstay in homes
up and down the country since they
were invented in the 1800s.

Are vertical radiators good or bad? The best anthracite towel radiators

Because they run from floor to ceiling, rather
than from wall to wall, vertical radiators are
highly versatile in that they can be squeezed
into smaller spaces that horizontal radiators
can’t. They may lose a bit in terms of their
overall heating performance, but they can be
fitted away from obstructions like furniture and
curtains, which can affect heating performance,
to still give out enough heat to keep your room
nice and toasty. 

But vertical radiators really come into their
own in the design stakes, because they are
often more visually appealing and can also be
used to make a real statement about your
sense of taste and décor. The most obvious
benefit of choosing vertical radiators is that in
the design stakes, they win hands down.
Whether you are going for modern, traditional,
minimalist or in-your-face, there is a perfect
vertical radiator for you. 

Vertical radiators have become a mainstay in interior design in recent years, thanks
mainly to their highly visual appeal when compared to standard horizontal ones.

They combine the best of both worlds, offering
exceptional heating performance while
providing a sleek, modern finish, their dark
smoky tone complementing a wide range of
other colours to really set your room off.

The great thing about anthracite towel radiators
is their flexibility. Because anthracite is a
neutral hue, it can be paired with almost any
other colour to provide either a striking feature
or a more understated look that blends into the

background, giving the rest of your design the
room to breathe.

Anthracite radiators are perfect for any bathroom
in which you are aiming for a sleek, minimalist or
contemporary look. They have a unique, textured
finish when compared with more standard
radiators, which not only looks great but also
helps to really bring out the bold shapes and
lines of the radiator, particularly if you are
contrasting it against a lighter background. 

Anthracite towel radiators provide a perfect alternative to both the usual white
or chrome for your kitchen or bathroom.

The simple answer is that providing you
do your homework and work out exactly
how much heat your room requires, then
either vertical or horizontal radiators
should be fine, provided you pick the
right kind. 

Although horizontal radiators, in general,
offer slightly better heating performance
than their vertical counterparts, there are
pros and cons to both and provided you
know what they are, you should be able
to find the right type of radiator to meet
your needs. 

If you have got your mind dead set on a
vertical radiator, thankfully there are many
high-output options available that not only
look great but are also more than capable
of keeping your room as warm and toasty
as it needs to be. 

With a high output vertical radiator, you
can maximise your space, integrate a
stylish design flourish into your décor, but
also ensure it will heat your room properly. 

In order to ensure you pick the right one,
you need to work out how much heat you
need your vertical radiator to give out. For
most rooms, you’ll need one with a heat
output of at least 7,000 BTUs.

One of the most common questions
that homeowners and interior
designers ask us is, do vertical
radiators give out enough heat? 

With literally thousands of designer
radiators on the market, there is something
for everyone. You can get a horizontal or
vertical, modern or traditional, bold or
understated, quirky or plain radiator to suit
your needs and serve a purpose. 

Feature radiators, however, are a little bit
different. Rather than just being there to
heat your room, they are designed to
make a real visual impact and become the
main part of your room’s overall décor. 

As their name suggests, feature radiators
are designed to stand out, make a bold
statement and become an integral part of
your overall décor scheme, rather than
blending into the background. 

They are meant to catch your attention,
start conversations and add a real WOW!
factor to your room. 

Some designer radiators are subtle and
understated, designed to serve a purpose
and let the other decorative features of
your room stand out. Feature radiators, on
the other hand, do the complete opposite.
They are all about creating a focal point,
making a splash and capturing the unique
essence of your personality. 

Who said home design has to be
boring? Feature radiators can help
you make a real splash in your room
and bring out the playful side of 
your personality. 

up and down the country since they
were invented in the 1800s.

For many years, horizontal radiators came in
the same old, boring style and the only way
you could brighten them up or customise
them was if you painted them yourself.

Today, thankfully, designer horizontal
radiators come in a wide range of different
styles, shapes, finishes and colours,
meaning that if you want to customise your
living space with a radiator that matches
your unique personality, you can. 

There is a wide range of fantastic
horizontal designer radiators available
which can make a real difference to your
décor and bring your rooms bang up-to-
date. With so much choice available, it
makes choosing one a nice problem to
have. The two main advantages horizontal
radiators have is that they tend to out-
perform vertical ones when it comes to
their heating performance. 

They are also easy to install and swap out
your existing radiators, for even if you only
have a very basic grasp of DIY. That’s
because, more often than not, you will be
able to use your existing fittings, fixtures
and pipework.

What are the best

horizontal designer

radiators?

Do vertical radiators 

give out enough heat? 

What are feature

radiators? 
Where’s the best place to 
buy radiators?

What are the best

anthracite column

radiators? 

Designer radiators used to be the preserve of the rich and famous and
their army of high-end interior designers and architects.

The good news is that times and technology
have changed, making contemporary
designer radiators more affordable than
ever to homeowners who now don’t need to
break the bank to buy one. 

However, with such a huge amount of choice
on the market, where is the best place to buy
radiators and how can you be sure you are
getting the best deal and value for money? 

Designer radiators direct from the
manufacturer
There are plenty of places to buy designer
radiators from, whether that be online, via
your local DIY chain or an independent
plumbing and heating supplier. However, to
make sure you are getting the widest
possible choice, the highest possible quality
and the best possible value, the best place to
buy radiators is direct from the manufacturer. 

Agadon Designer Radiators has more than
4,000 designer radiators in stock at our
designer radiator warehouse in Ashby de la
Zouch. We are committed to giving
unrivalled value for money and total
customer satisfaction. Our exclusive
designer radiators combine innovative

contemporary Italian styling design with
quality materials and, in most cases, a 10-
year no-quibble warranty. 

What types of designer radiators does
Agadon stock? 
Agadon always has the best prices and
special deals. As well as our usual range, we
have hundreds of ex-display, end of line and
discounted designer radiators on offer at
unbeatable prices, with fast, free UK delivery.

Our full range includes:
• Vertical Designer Radiators
• Contemporary Designer Radiators
• Horizontal Designer Radiators
• Designer Radiators for Kitchens
• Designer Towel Radiators
• Electric Designer Radiators
• Infrared Room Radiators
• Glass Designer Radiators
• Dual Fuel Designer Radiators

To browse our full range of designer radiators 
visit www.agadondesignerradiators.co.uk,
come to our showroom in Ashby de la Zouch.
Alternatively, call us on 01530 564 122 or
email us at sales@agadon.co.uk for more
information about our designer radiators. 

Where’s the best place to 
buy radiators?buy radiators?buy radiators?

Anthracite column radiators have
become an extremely popular choice
for homeowners and interior
designers alike, thanks to their
rugged, natural appearance.

They have a sub-metallic, semi-gloss finish
which not only looks great, but offers
excellent thermal properties which help
boost your radiator’s performance and
efficiency. Anthracite designer radiators
come in a lovely smoky-dark grey colour
which is both neutral and surprisingly warm,
which means it can be paired against a
wide range of other hues to create a striking,
bold finish, or add a more subtle touch to
let your other design features shine. 

Because it is quite understated in tone, it
can really help to enhance the natural
lines of your chosen radiator and ensure it
complements its surroundings, as well as
providing a touch of luxury, thanks to its
smooth and silky finish which can really
bring out the contrasting paint and fabric
textures within your room. So, if you’re
looking to create a contemporary, stylish
and organic look, then a designer
anthracite radiator from Agadon is a safe
bet. Whatever your requirements, with
more than 4,000 designer radiators in
stock at our dedicated showroom, in
Ashby de la Zouch, we have the perfect
anthracite radiator for you. 
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What are the best vertical radiators
for living rooms? 

Designer radiators have come a long way
in recent years, as technology and
manufacturing have progressed. They are
more affordable than ever, within reach of
homeowners with the most modest of
budgets and with a wide range available,
there’s a designer radiator to suit everyone. 

Your radiators no longer need to be the boring,
white, rectangular blocks taking up space
under your window or behind your sofa. Now,
with a wide range of styles, colours and
finishes on the market, you can make your
radiator the focal point of your room. 

The best designer radiators add style, luxury
and comfort without compromising on their
performance. They not only keep your rooms
nice and toasty, but they can be matched with
your unique sense of style and décor to make a
real visual impact and become an overall part
of your design. And because designer radiators
now come in vertical styles, or slimline, they can
also help you maximise space where it is at a
premium, as well as turning your heating into an
attractive feature which becomes a real talking
point among your guests. 

What are the best designer radiators?

Your living room is probably the most important
room in your house, so choosing the best
radiator is crucial. 
After all, it’s probably the room in your house where you spend
the most time together with your family, so you want it to feel nice,
comfortable, welcoming… and warm.

Fortunately, thanks to rapid advances in both design and
technology, the days of simply installing a standard radiator in
your living room are long gone. These days, there is a wide
variety of designer radiators available to suit your décor, your
taste and your heating requirements. 

As the name suggests, a vertical radiator – or tall radiator – has
its tubes, columns or panels running vertically (from floor to
ceiling) instead of horizontally (from wall to wall).

In general, vertical radiators won’t give out the same heat output
as horizontal ones, because they don’t have the same length to
draw cold air up for convection that horizontal radiators do. But,
depending on the size and shape of the room you are trying to
heat, a strategically placed vertical radiator or two may be a
better bet than a standard horizontal heater.

The best designer towel radiators
Designer towel radiators have grown in popularity in
recent years as a way of not only creating the perfect look
for your bathroom or kitchen, but also helping to keep
your towels warm, dry and fluffy for when you need them.
Let’s face it, nobody likes using a damp towel, do they? 
But how can you keep them nice and toasty without creating the
unsightly mess that spreading them out across the top of a normal
radiator brings about?

The answer is a designer towel radiator, which offers a stylish solution to
the problem. As their name suggests, designer towel radiators are
specifically for drying towels, making them a good fit for kitchens and
bathrooms. 

They are a great option in rooms of all sizes but work especially well in
smaller spaces such as utility rooms and en-suites, where wall space
may be at a premium. 

Living room 

radiator ideas

You’ve got to think about your colour
scheme, wallpaper or paint, carpets,
curtains and other fabrics and what lights,
fixtures and fittings you want to go for. 

Not so long ago, your choice of radiator
would have been made for you. It would
probably have been white, ribbed and
vertical and the only way you could
customise it would have been to paint it
yourself. Fortunately, there is now a wide
range of designer radiators on the market
in a host of different sizes, styles, colours
and finishes, which makes choosing one
which complements your colour scheme a
nice problem to have.

But, when it comes to making that final
decision, what are the best models to opt
for to suit your needs? 

Our stylish Panio Solid Duplex Deluxe
Radiator will help you to make a real, bold
statement, its slimline finish helping you to
maximise your wall space. And our range
of Titan Horizontal Tube Radiators is
available in a wide variety of sizes and
colours (using ANY colour from the RAL
colour system). They combine a modern
contemporary style with high quality steel
construction and a powder-coated finish.

These days, when it comes to
designing your living room, there are
so many choices to make. 
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